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Abstract 

The traditional method of transferring the data from source to destination is distorted due to the 

emergence of hyperspace. Even though, the best outcomes are generated by the improvements in 

the field of communication and internet technology the difficulty arises in providing the data 

integrity and security. There are numerous applications obtainable on the internet for 

communicating the information but few applications stay behind in ensuring the secrecy. The 

leading objective is to ensure or to provide security against illicit access. This type of illicit or 

unauthorized access gave rise to the concept of data hiding. The security techniques like 

watermarking, cryptography and Steganography are more familiar in information hiding. The 

survey is proposed to develop the techniques for relational database’s watermarking and 

fingerprinting that are suitable for data owner protection, data integrity and tamper proofing.  

The numbers of security techniques are proposed in the last few years. In this survey, all the 

techniques related to security are examined. The security techniques are categorized depending 

upon how the watermark embedding is performed. The benefits of the various security features 

are analyzed and different parameters are issued. Finally, the paper also tells the security 

parameters required for the research in future. 
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1. Introduction 

The information is the valuable asset for the data owner. The information sharing of digital 

technology is dynamically growing in both academic and personal level. Information and 

communication technology (ICT) procedures produce and utilize massive amount of information 

where the knowledge gets extracted by means of diverse data mining and warehousing methods. 

The different methods are employed to share data owner and organization’s information in a 

two-way communicating environment [4]. The information sharing has to be done secretly 

(information disclosure from unauthorized access), data integrity (data modification from 

malicious sources) and availability (error failures). The digital information can be copied, 

modified and may be reorganized for various purposes, and this method may go against the 

copyrights of the owner of the information. 

 

Figure No: 1 Classification of Security Systems 
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Since there is a vast increase in information sharing, the digital technology also faces the dispute 

in privacy prevention of more confidential information in various features such as spatial, text, 

video, software, audio and text to make sure that information is operated in authorized way. The 

needed information and the required data have to be transmitted between the private databases 

and the data must be protected properly [2]. To handle this type of difficulty, there is a 

requirement for accurate technology for the protection of digital data. Hence, Digital Rights 

Protection (DRP) is used for illicit transformation of digital data and protecting the data 

ownership. The security systems are used for covering the sensitive data and it is depicted in 

figure 1.  

 The techniques used in cryptography generally do not relate the cryptographic technique 

with the digital information and hence cryptography is not able to afford the data ownership 

information. Furthermore, the cryptographic system includes three types of algorithms namely, a 

key generating algorithm, an enciphering algorithm and a deciphering algorithm) but do not have 

the capability of issuing any type of certified mechanism for outlining the reallocation and/or 

modification of the digital data [1]. As a result, this method is not applicable for DRP. Some of 

the major methods are employed for perceiving and identifying the alterations performed onto 

the data and this can be done by arranging the stored data in index structure. Digital 

watermarking is used to relate the enduring data with the digital information. This digital 

information can then be used to attest the ownership of the digital information. In watermarking, 

the digital data is the widely popular used method for has been quite widely used for protecting 

the intellectual property (IP) of digital information. A watermark is used as the master piece for 

secretly sharing information that is embedded into the particular locality in the digital 

information as patent information [11].   

The method of watermarking is applicable in many applications such as i.e. protection of 

images, natural language processing, multimedia, semi-structured data like map information, 

XML, relational databases and electronic medical records (EMR). In these domains, the 

watermarking in relational databases is the new method in attaining more importance because 

databases that are outsourced have to be protected rightly to impede its illicit access [17]. The 

watermarking technique in relational databases is said to be more diverse other formats. In the 

relational database watermarking the user has to be dealt with many tuples concurrently and the 
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separation of database is said to be disposable by omitting the arrangement of database tuples. 

Additionally, a database may comprise of attributes with diverse data types such as text, numeric 

and distinct data. For each data type, this data needs valid marks to perform watermarking. 

The malicious attacks are more powerful and hence a database watermarking scheme 

should be vigorous enough to handle these attacks that are introduced for depreciating the 

watermark. The watermarking method must be hardly noticeable and there should not be any 

obvious difference between the actual and the watermarked one [9]. Likewise the watermarked 

content has to be in such a way that it can be identified by the secret key features. A good 

watermarking technique is said to be unsighted, because there is no requirement for the original 

or watermarked information to identify the watermark from the modified data.  Also the 

entrenched watermark has to be identified only by the owner of the data. While inserting the 

watermark, the watermark should not depreciate the source data and the usability of data should 

be guaranteed. The methods for database watermarking has to be considered and this method 

also assure that the results produced by the query and the statistics related has to be maintained. 

When the embedding of watermarking is executed more times and the resultant watermarks 

should not have effect on the other [12].   

A frail watermark is the technique which pretentious to some of the minor attacks which is 

the most needed requirement for both data integrity and tamper proofing. Frail watermarking 

methods are applicable for few applications which need integrity of data and hence frail 

watermarks are generally susceptible to even gentle updates where the attacker aims to attain the 

watermarked dataset than attempting the entrenched watermark. The method of fingerprinting of 

relational databases is also quite similar to watermarking technique. It has the main difference 

such as: a database needs to be marked with diverse watermark in fingerprinting for the usage of 

fingerprinted database of every different user whereas in watermarking the similar watermark is 

employed for all the watermarked database users [14]. The technique “fingerprinting” is used in 

some of the applications where owner of the data needs to discover the accountable agent liable 

for the leakage of data. The three categories of watermarking techniques have diverse 

applications like: 

 The watermarking techniques are robust and they are appropriate for some applications 

that need ownership fortification. 
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 The frail watermarking is the technique for providing the purpose for information tamper 

proofing and checking the integrity of data. 

 The fingerprinting affords a method for discovering the blameworthy user whose 

information was negotiated. 

For protecting the ownership and the concept of fingerprinting are the most important 

constraint of watermarking method and more sturdiness beside malicious attacks. In order to 

embed the vigorous watermark by the data owner in the database, the owner can alter the 

selected bit data value or entrenching the watermark into the statistics of data [3].  

The next method is more vigorous than the previous approach because the previous method 

is easily prone to malicious attacks by easily manipulating the data like changing some of the 

least significant bits. The method may become elastic, when the entrenching of watermark in the 

tuples which is large enough and makes the process more resilient [7]. The data owner can use 

the data usability restraints to entrench the watermark. This type of usability restraints are 

dependent upon the application and watermark has to be done every time by defining the 

usability restraints.  After watermarking the data, the owner of the data can sell or make the 

process to be public to another party. The malicious attacker will be able to distort or damage or 

eradicate the watermarked content. The malicious attackers have not given the rights to access 

this information and the attacker tries to depreciate the data usability by performing this attacks. 

The attacker can situate the watermark if the attacker has access rights in obtaining secret key. 

Due to the unrestricted permission access rights to the watermarked content, the attacker tries to 

execute all types of manipulation on the watermarked content and by using this manipulation the 

attacks are defined [6]. A new base can be constructed by attacking the old one. 

In frail watermarking technique, the foremost requirement needed for the watermark is it 

should be exposed to even trivial alterations of the dataset and also satisfies the added 

requirements like characterization and attack localization. The existing work is analyzed and 

categorized into three categories depending on the method and location of embedding the 

watermark. The important watermarking methods are compared that belongs to the similar level 

of hierarchy under diverse attack cases. The work is also extended by assessing the entire 

watermarking techniques of relational databases by examining the difficulties associated with 
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embedding the watermark, analyzing the robustness, applicability is explored for the real world 

environment and recommending the methods suitable for future work. 

2. Related Work 

After describing the work of Agrawal et al [2], the difficulty of watermarking in relational 

databases addressed in various techniques, benefits associated to all the techniques, 

disadvantages and its limitations. The few methods are said to be reversible and few others are 

irreversible and it depends upon the behavior of the particular applications. In the same way, 

there are few techniques developed for protecting the ownership and other techniques are 

developed for data integrity and verification. The bit strings are mainly used for watermarking in 

databases.  

 Halder et al. have provided a survey method for comparison and classification of some 

watermarking techniques [18]. The detailed description about the relational database 

watermarking techniques is more important to assist researchers to discover this research area by 

affording them right to use to state-of-the-art research. This survey gives a comprehensive work 

of watermarking techniques and fingerprinting techniques in relational database that is developed 

with the objective of creating an understanding about methods and location of inserting the 

watermark, their pliability against malicious attacks and the inadequacy of the existing work. As 

a result, the researchers will be able to develop an effectual watermarking method for their 

application.  

The remaining sections are categorized as follows: section 3 describes the standard 

structure for relational database watermarking and fingerprinting technique, section 4 describes 

the classification techniques in watermarking / fingerprint techniques, section 5 describes the 

results and discussion and section 6 describes the conclusion. 

3. A Standard Structure for Relational Database Watermarking and Fingerprinting 

Methods 

The techniques such as watermarking or fingerprinting differ in many aspects but they have to 

meet some of the common requirements. The requirements are described briefly and also tell the 

importance of diverse choice of opinion between the watermarking (and fingerprinting) 
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techniques. The benefits of this description is it affords a general cohesive reference framework 

structure for relating the diverse watermarking and fingerprinting techniques and this structure is 

used as the principle for constructing the meta-techniques for relational database watermarking. 

It comprises of three units and a several sub units that can be utilized to plan and execute a 

watermarking technique [1]. The top level unit consists of watermark encoding, attacker and 

watermark decoding.  

3.1 Watermark Encoding 

The watermarking encoding is inserting the ownership data in the dataset. This type of encoding 

includes: (a) optional preprocessing steps like data partitioning (translating of watermark data to 

bit strings and defining secret key features to certify that data partitioning is known only to the 

owner (b) methods to opt data’s like tuples, attributes, optimizing the watermark and embedding 

and also certifies that optimization is the important criteria for encoding (c) the usability 

restraints are clearly defined by the owner to discover the watermarking bandwidth and to assure 

the information quality while embedding the watermarking (d) entrenching watermark that is 

subjected to usability restraints; (e) calculating a number of features that has to be used in 

watermark decoding stage, and lastly (f) the watermarked dataset is produced for conveying it to 

the particular recipients and the model is illustrated in figure 2. 

 

Figure No: 2 Watermark Encoding 
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3.2 Attacking Medium 

The number of attacks can be introduced by malicious attacks on the watermarked information.  

The attacking medium unit is referred to all kinds of attacks. The attacks produced can alter the 

few contents of the information with an attempt of perturbing the watermark embedding [8].  

3.3. Watermark Decoding 

The method of decoding is used to entrench the watermark from the distrustful information [5]. 

This process includes: (a) the preprocessing steps are repeated to produce the dataset partitioning 

(b) decoding method called blind algorithm does not need any source data or entrenched 

watermark but the blind algorithm requires entrenched watermarking while decoding, the nature 

of this type of decoding is deterministic or probabilistic, recovering the watermark turns out to be 

public or personal property based on security measures; (c) the steps for decoding is performed 

for selected attributes, selected tuples, and selected bit identification; (d) error identification and 

correction; and (e) revival of the source data and this is suitable for reversible watermarking 

algorithms only and this decoding model is described in figure 3.  

 

 

Figure No: 3 Watermark Decoding 
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4. Classification Techniques in Watermarking / Fingerprints 

In this survey, the watermarking or fingerprint techniques are broadly classified into three 

categories and they are described below:  

 Bit-resetting techniques (BRT) - In this method, the bits are mostly least significant 

bits and the systematic process helps to reset the procedure. 

 Data statistics-modifying techniques (DSMT) – The watermarking can be entrenched 

by using the terms such as mean, variance and distribution.  

 Constrained data content-modifying techniques (CDCMT) – This method is based 

altering the information contents and arranging the tuples in a right order, extra 

spaces can be inserted in the attribute values and data watermarking is useful.  

4.1 Bit-resetting techniques 

These techniques are categorized as: 

a) Bit pattern based bit-resetting techniques (BPBBRT) - a bit pattern is selected and 

utilized as a watermark and it can be entrenched in the selected bits of the 

information. It is mainly used for performing watermarking in relational databases. 

Key features are used to calculate the tuples that has to be watermarked [10]. In 

watermark entrenching model, a tuple value is opted for watermarking when the 

calculated hash value of the modulo becomes zero. The next step is selecting the 

attribute and position of the bits to be watermarked. The selection of a bit required for 

watermarking is inserted in the tuple by calculating the hash value and performing it 

on secret and primary key by the usage of hash function.  When the value of hash is 

even, then the j
th

 LSB position of value of an attribute is 0 else it is 1. The 

identification based watermark algorithm identifies the marked tuples, market bit and 

attributes. This bit should be similar to the embedded bit and a value of threshold for 

similar bit count is calculated. If the similarity count is higher than or equal to this 

value of threshold, then the watermark identification methods seems to be successful.  

b) Image based bit-resetting techniques (IBBRT) – For watermarking the image is used 

and for entrenching the data in the selected bits. This method is used to certify the 

data ownership on the relational databases. The division of tuples is opted for 
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watermarking by SHA algorithm and the images are arranged by the RGB values and 

entrenched as a watermark in the relational database. The watermark can be identified 

by applying the similar hash function to discover the marked tuples and inserted pixel 

values are deciphered.   

c) Bit-resetting fingerprinting techniques (BRFT): This method uses the fingerprint 

mechanism for selecting the bits of relational database. The fingerprint is inserted to 

safe guard the buyer’s interest. The MAC algorithm used on the secret key parameters 

and the sender or the end user tries to calculate the fingerprint of given length L. The 

relations in the database usually have primary key values and that plays the major role 

in finding the fingerprints.  

4.2 Data Statistics-modifying Techniques 

The technique is classified into two categories: 

 Bit pattern based data statistics-modifying techniques (BPBDSMT): In this method, 

the bit pattern is utilized as a watermark and again these bits are inserted into 

statistics of the data. This method experience a lack of vigorousness as entrenching of 

watermark in only high level of frequency coefficients and that makes it easier for the 

malicious attacker to destination one intended group of tuples to distort the watermark 

[13]. 

  Image based data statistics-modifying techniques (IBDSMT): A several image is 

taken for inserting the watermark in data statistics in such methods. In watermarking 

identification phase, the selected tuples are discovered by using secret key features, 

and the added decimal number is extorted from secondary part of timing attribute. 

The resultant number is transformed to bits, and these bits are combined in a group of 

5 bits. The image is again designed using these bits. For executing the experiments, 

the researchers have shaped their own database with number of time attributes and 

most of the databases generally do not have a more number of such attributes in 

practice. 

4.3 Constrained Data Content-Modifying Techniques 

This method is also categorized into three types: 
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 Tuple based constrained data content-modifying techniques (TBCDCMT): This 

method is used to alter the contents of the database contents at the Tuple level. The 

methods execute the data partitioning and extorts the binary watermark as an image 

for ensuring the data ownership. 

 Attribute based constrained data content-modifying techniques (ABCDCMT): This 

method includes the alteration of contents of the database at an attribute level. The 

technique utilizes the numeric value of attributes to produce and certify a distortion-

free frail watermark for identifying and categorizing the malicious attacker’s 

alterations in the database relations [15]. The researchers have used digital frequency 

for numerical attributes, data values for watermark development and verification. 

This method aims to obtain the malicious attacks (or alterations). 

 An image based constrained data content-modifying techniques (IBCDCMT): In this 

method, image is used for embedding watermark. The partitioning of data is done and 

pseudo random sequence generator is employed to opt an attribute required for 

watermarking. In detecting the watermark, the database is again partitioned and the 

watermark is created using the similar mechanism as in watermark entrenching [16]. 

A zero-distortion based authentication watermarking technique is utilized for 

validating the table without any damage. This technique helps for ensuring data 

integrity. 

5. Results and Discussion 

The frail watermarking algorithms afford better integrity of database and tamper proofing is 

executed in many applications since they are more sensitive towards malicious attacks. In most 

of the cases, the attacking criteria’s are getting favored where the attackers can easily obtain the 

data ownership by performing attacks on minor part of the database. Hence it is major dispute for 

the researchers to bring the frail watermarking method which brings the procedure for data 

ownership protection for general applications that is need of both tamper proofing and protection 

of ownership. 

The above mentioned technique needs a data owner to elaborate the usability restraints 

manually and this procedure is fully application oriented for the particular data usage. This 

algorithm is burdensome because the owner of the information has to design a diverse variety of 
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usability restraints after communal consensus with the particular user. However, the user will 

have to do watermark for the given database for each and every type of user. These actions might 

interpret the watermarked items to an malicious attacker because the attacker may simply 

compare the items (rows) of two different datasets and presume the watermarked items by 

computing the difference among the subsequent rows of two datasets. Hence, there is a 

requirement of a model that repeatedly classifies the data usability restraints such that the quality 

of the data assured and the data owner is not needed to dissipate his features to grow with an 

agreed data usability restraints and making this model to be application oriented.  It is employed 

to prove the ownership of the data and data integrity, and for other few applications of 

watermarking and fingerprinting. This method should cover the intelligence way to certify the 

quality of the data of watermarked database for its possible usage in all the types of particular 

application. Additionally, the implication of a watermark can also be tested and highlighted. 

6. Conclusion 

The watermarking and fingerprinting methods are developed and presented up to date. The 

categorization of these methods has been performed on the basis of watermarking technique and 

the direction of the embedded watermark. Using this feature, three types of top level methods are 

presented: BRT, DSMT, and CDCMT. A comparison is made for these techniques – on the basis 

of vigorousness against various types of malicious attacks, and the procedure for defining 

usability restraints the methods defined and it is also presented. The DSMT methods are the best 

mechanism among others with certain limitations in diverse contexts. The directions are given to 

point the areas for future research. To wind up, the intelligent level of watermarking method is 

used to assure the quality of data and it is also effectual and  more effective against various 

malicious attacks is an most important requirement. 
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